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   Agent login  
  
        Online bookings
      New minimum hire period has been applied to your selection  
     Local Hire One Way Hire 
    * Minimum duration applies to one way hires.   
    
 
 
    
 
 
 
  
     U-Haul Australia's long term, local, one-way interstate trailer hire specialist 
   
 U-Haul Australia is a highly recognised organisation offering trailer, ute and lawnmower hire’s across Australia. 
 Moving can be stressful and expensive so we aim to provide you with affordable trailer or furniture van rentals. Fully enclosed and lockable, they are the ideal solution for a long journey. Our one-way hire system means interstate trailer hire is the smarter and easier way to make your big move. Just leave the one-way trailer at an agreed location and you have experienced the U-Haul Australia innovative and reliable way of moving with one-way trailer hire.

 At  U-Haul Australia  we provide the option of leaving your trailer at different locations from your pick-up location, if you hire in our one-way system. Whatever you are moving; our trailer hire can easily be the most affordable and cheapest option for local and interstate travel. Our trailer van rentals are the ideal solution for the transport of goods that need to be secured as the rear doors are lockable with your own padlock. If you can’t find what you are looking for here call us and get the best advice for your moving trailer hire. 

U-Haul Australia has over 1000 hire locations with a large number of Trailers Utes and Lawnmowers available for online booking 24 hours a day, through our website or smartphone app.

 Guaranteed one-way interstate trailer hire is one of the many services that U-Haul Australia website allows you to book online from the comfort of your computer.

 U-Haul Australia has in excess of 300 one-way trailer hire locations across Australia including South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, Northern Territory, Western Australia, Queensland, New South Wales and Australian Capital Territory.

 U-Haul Australia is the only trailer hire company in Australia that allows you to book local and one-way interstate hires online 24 hours a day 7 days a week

 If you have a trailer on hire and you need more time than expected just click here. U-Haul Australia is the only trailer hire company in Australia that allows you to extend the duration of your hire online after you have started it, and you will only pay the difference in price. 
  
        One way specials up to 1
 80%
 off
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   up to 2
 50%
 off
   weekend special    Promotions & Special Offers 22
 
   Receive a 
 10%
  discount when hiring more than 3 times in 6 months & spending more than $400.
   discount voucher    Promotions & Special Offers 
 
    Sydney and Brisbane Areas 
  UTE HIRE 
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   Location finder
  Look for a location near you 
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  Newsletter
 Receive the latest promotions
     
 
  1300 883 075 Customer Service and Call Centre
 M to F 5:00am - 9:00pm AEST
 Sat 5:00am - 8:30pm AEST
 Sun 5:00am - 8:00pm AEST
 Public Holidays 6:00am - 7:00pm AEST
 17 Technology Drive,
 Warana Qld Australia
 
 
 
      OUR PROMISE
 To make local and one way hire a better experience for all Australian's by providing better service, better rates and better trailers, utes and lawnmowers
 
  OUR MISSION
 To exceed all expectations of trailer hire in Australia and provide the best trailer hire experience.
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